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Jack-o-lantern, candles, spider, treats, fall, skeleton, friends, laughing… introduce your little

ones to the words of the Halloween season with cute characters, bright colours and playful

scenes.From pumpkin picking to dressing-up fun, and slime to eyeballs, this charming book

introduces a range of different spooky scenes and objects. Along with the halloween items,

each scene contains one feeling word and one action word to spot, such as excited and running

—color-coded circles point them out. With a glitter-accented cover that adds visual and tactile

interest, this fun book inspires a deeper knowledge of the world, introduces language

skills, and supports emotional intelligence.An original, contemporary take on teaching first

words, the My World in 100 Words series of board books helps children ages 0–3 boost

vocabulary, engage with the world around them, and become familiar with specific subjects.

With bright, playful illustrations from Sophie Beer, each book explores a different theme,

including starting kindergarten, the home and Christmas. With 10 words per page and variation

between full scenes and visual lists, there’s plenty for children to look at and enjoy.Other titles

in the My World in 100 Words series: Christmas, Kindergarten, Home.



My Kindergarten in 100 Words (My World in 100 Words), Christmas in 100 Words (My World in

100 Words), Halloween (My World in 100 Words Book 3), The Little Kitten (My Little Animal

Friend), Goodbye Autumn, Hello Winter, The Little Rabbit (My Little Animal Friend), Goodbye

Summer, Hello Autumn

joycesmysteryandfictionbookreviews, “A cute word book for toddlers. Halloween will be here

before we know it. For a very young ghoul or goblin, this book makes a nice introduction to the

holiday. This book is charmingly illustrated with pages on everything from Picking Pumpkins to

Scary Treats. Each vivid two page spread offers new words to learn. In addition to naming

objects, there are also a feeling word and a verb identified, for example, Scooping and Excited

on the Carving Pumpkins page.This title makes a nice addition to the word books that are

created for young children.Many thanks to NetGalley and the publisher. All opinions are my

own.”

X, “Halloween and vocabulary. Very cute! There isn't a narrative text, but rather several two-

page scenes of various activities labeled with vocabulary words, including a highlighted action

word and feeling word. Kids will find the bright colors and fun pictures appealing, which will

make this a great way to both celebrate Halloween and expand vocabulary.FYI to US readers,

this seems to contain UK/Commonwealth English (I noticed Jell-o was called jelly) that might

need to be explained to young readers.Many thanks to the publisher and NetGalley for the

opportunity to read and review!”

Mara L., “Adorable Vocabulary Book for Toddlers. Halloween is an adorable book for toddlers

about the holiday. It features vibrant illustrations and new words for them to learn. I really liked

that some if the vocabulary is less common for children's books as they are associated with

Halloween and fall activities. An educational addition to any young child's library!Thank you

NetGalley and the publisher for providing this ARC.”

Joni Redman Owens, “First Halloween book. Adorable first words Halloween book! Perfect to

get your little one ready for Halloween. The illustrations are bright and cute so it will keep them

focused. This would make a great baby gift for any Halloween babies too.”

The book by Sophie Beer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12 people have provided feedback.
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